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A simple theoretical method is shown to yield a detailed explanation of numerous EPR parameters for a d4

configuration ion in tetragonal ligand field. Using the unified ligand-field-coupling (ULFC) scheme, the
formulas relating the microscopic spin Hamiltonian parameters with the crystal structure parameters are derived.
On the basis of the theoretical formulas, the 210× 210 complete energy matrices including all the spin states
are constructed within a strong field representation. By diagonalizing the complete energy matrices, the local
lattice structure and Jahn-Teller energy of Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system have been investigated. It is found
that the theoretical results are in good agreement with the experimental values. Moreover, the contributions
of the spin singlets to the zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters of Cr2+ ions in ZnS crystals are investigated
for the first time. The results indicate that the spin singlets contributions to ZFS parameterb2

0 is negligible,
but the contributions to ZFS parametersb4

0 andb4
4 cannot be neglected.

1. Introduction

Impurities in semiconductors have attracted a great deal of
attention for many years owing to their significance for practical
applications, as in photoconductors, microwave detectors, and
electroluminescent devices.1-8 Among the impurities, particular
attention has been focused on the transition metal ions because
they are commonly associated with deep levels within the host
crystal band gap. These levels can strongly influence the electric,
magnetic, and optical properties of the semiconductor because
the properties of the impurity ion, such as charge, mass, and
size, are different from those of the replaced host ion and the
local properties in the vicinity of impurity ion, such as local
compressibility and local thermal expansion coefficients, are
unlike those in the host crystal. To gain more insight into the
microstructure and the properties of the impurity ions in
semiconductors, many studies of electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) have been achieved.9-11

EPR is one of the most important and powerful techniques
for the investigation of point defects in crystals. The reason is
that the EPR spectra can provide highly detailed experimental
information about the electronic structure, local environments,
hyperfine constants, etc., of paramagnetic defects.12-16 The EPR
spectra of transition metal Cr2+ ions doped into ZnS have been
experimentally observed by Vallin and Watkins.11 Their ex-
perimental results give important information about the ground
state of the transition metal Cr2+ ions and form a useful starting
point for understanding the interrelationships between electronic
and molecular structure of Cr2+ ions in the (CrS4)6- coordination
complex. Despite the large number of publications relating to

Cr2+ ions in a ZnS:Cr2+ system, as yet a comprehensive report
of its zero-field splitting parameters is lacking.

Theoretically, the studies of the electronic structure of
transition metal Cr2+ impurities in crystals have made remark-
able progress in the past decades by the5D approximation.17-19

However, we have not fully been able to understand the nature
of transition metal Cr2+ ions within this approach because the
contributions of spin triplet states3L (L ) H, G, F, D, P) and
the spin singlet states1L (L ) I, G, F, D, S) have been neglected
in them. To remedy these discrepancies between theory and
experiments, the spin triplet states contributions to the zero-
field splitting (ZFS) for a d4 configuration ion in crystals were
performed by Zhou et al.20-22 Unfortunately, these method are
still insufficient to understand the detailed information and
physical origin of transition metal Cr2+ ions in crystals because
the spin singlet states1L (L ) I, G, F, D, S) influence the fine
structure splitting of the ground states, i.e., affect the ground
ZFS parameters.

It is well-known that the Hamiltonian matrix of a d4

configuration in crystals has 210× 210 dimensions for all the
spin states but only 25× 25 for the5D state and 160× 160 for
both 5D and 3L states.23 So, to obtain more accurate ZFS, all
2S+1X multiplets with S) 2, 1, and 0 should be considered. In
this paper, complete energy matrices (210× 210) of a d4

configuration ion in a tetragonal ligand field are constructed
and the ZFS parametersb2

0, b4
0, andb4

4 of the ZnS:Cr2+ system
are investigated. By diagonalizing the complete energy matrices,
the local structure distortion parameters∆R and ∆θ are
determined.

The goal of the present study is twofold: to elucidate a
microscopic origin of various ligand field parameters that are
usually used empirically for the interpretation of EPR and optical
absorption experiments and to provide powerful guidelines for
future experimental studies aimed at pinpointing how actually
Cr2+ enters the ZnS semiconductor. The paper is organized as
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follows: In Section 2, the basic concept of the unified ligand-
field-coupling (ULFC) method and the method how to construct
the complete energy matrix from the standard basis are
described. The spin Hamiltonian and energy levels for a d4

configuration ion in a tetragonal ligand field are presented, and
the microscopic formulas of EPR parameters for the ground
state are given. In Section 3, the local structure distortion and
the Jahn-Teller energy of Cr2+ ions in a ZnS:Cr2+ system are
investigated and the contributions of the spin singlets to ZFS
are discussed. Conclusions are summarized in the final section.

2. The Unified Ligand-Field-Coupling (ULFC) Method

The applicability of the ligand field theory approach to the
experimental data existing for many transition metal ions in
semiconductor is well established. In the present work, the strong
field scheme of the unified ligand-field-coupling (ULFC)
theoretical method has been employed. ULFC method is not
only a complete calculation method considering all multiplets
of an d electron configuration but also a unified standardization
and terse theoretical method. It uses a special standard basis
for the whole dn configuration space. This makes each basis
component and each eigenstate of the corresponding energy
matrix carry the information about the spin-multiplicity and the
space symmetry. In addition, it also overcomes the limitations
of the traditional one-by-one diagonalization methods such as
the molecular orbital method, weak-field method, etc., and does
not need to distinguish the ligand field strength thus can
generally be applied to arbitrary transition metal complexes in
principle. By this theoretical method, in this section, we will
construct the spin-orbit coupling representation of the d4

configuration space and the corresponding standard complete
energy matrix of d4 configuration ions in a tetragonal ligand
field. It should be emphasized that, although the concept of
standard basis was introduced by Griffith23 for the irreducible
representations of the point groups, our standard basis is defined
for the whole d4 configuration space.

The Hamiltonian of the d4 configuration ion in a ligand field
can be written as23

wherePBk is the momentum vector of thekth electron,rk is the
distance from the nucleus,m is the mass of the electron,-e is
the charge,+Ze is the charge on the nucleus,rkλ is the distance
from thekth electron to theλth electron, andV(rk) is the potential
energy of thekth electron in the electrostatic field of the
environment. In a cubic ligand field, it can be simplified as
follows

where H0 is the effective center potential,Hee(B,C) is the
electrostatic interaction between the d-electrons,Vc

A1 is the
cubic component of the crystal field, andHSO(ú) is the spin-
orbit coupling energy.B andC are the Racah parameters,Dq
is the ligand field intensity parameter, andú is the spin-orbit
coupling parameter.

2.1. Standard Basis and Energy Matrix of a d4(Oh
/)

System.First, we construct basis functions|qi,SΓΓ′γ′〉 for each
irreducible representationΓ′ (i.e., A1, A2, E, T1, T2) of the double

groupOh
/(d4) with the Griffith23strong field functions|qi,SΓMγ〉

of the point groupOh(d4) according to the expression

whereγ′ denotes different components ofΓ′, qi stands for the
ith strong field configurationt2

n(S1Γ1)em(S2Γ2) in the electro-
static matrix table of Griffith23 for d4 configuration. The
complete strong field matrix with respect of the 210 basis
functions will become a block diagonal form of 10Γ′γ′ blocks.
That is, the matrix splits into two 1-fold degenerated matrices
A1 (14 × 14) and A2 (8 × 8), one 2-fold degenerated matrix E
(19 × 19), two 3-fold degenerated matrices T1 (23 × 23) and
T2 (27 × 27). Each can be looked upon as the sum of the
matrices forHee(B,C), Vc

A1, andHso (see Table 1). TheHee(B,C)
component of eachΓ′γ′ matrix is diagonal about S andΓ and
thus forms a block-diagonal matrix. Of a given SΓ block, the
matrix elements are just the same as the SΓ electrostatic matrix
in Table A.30 of Griffith.23

The matrices of the cubic crystal fieldVc
A1 in eachΓ′γ′ block

will be fully diagonal in the|qi,SΓΓ′γ′〉 representation, and the
diagonal elements can be obtained as follows,

The Hso component of aΓ′γ′ matrix is not diagonal, and
the elements can be obtained according to the following
formula,

whereK′ are the transferred coefficients. The reduced matrix
elements〈qi,S1Γ1|V1T1|qj,S2Γ2〉 in eq 5 can be calculated with
the following formula

whereM1 ) S1, M2 ) S2, and γ* ) S1 - S2. dim(Γ) is the
dimension ofΓ, and γ1 and γ2 can be selected arbitrarily as
long as the CG coefficient〈Γ2γ2T1 - γ* |Γ1γ1〉 * 0. From eqs
5 and 6, we can obtain all matrix elements of the spin-orbit
interaction.

H ) ∑
k)1

+σ { 1

2m
PBk

2 -
Ze2

rk

+ ú(rk) IBK•SBk + V(rk)} +

∑
K<λ

+σ e2

rkλ

(1)

H ) H0 + Hee(B,C) + Vc
A1 (Dq) + HSO(ú) (2)

TABLE 1: Energy Matrices of d 4(D2h
/ )

Γ′′γ′′ block Γ′γ′ block

A2(23× 23) T1z(23× 23)

B2(27× 27) T2ú(23× 23)

B1(27× 27) A2(8 × 8)
Eε(19× 19)

A1(33× 33) A1(14× 14)
Eθ(19× 19)

Ex(50× 50) T1x(23× 23)
T2ú(27× 27)

Ex(50× 50) T1y(23× 23)
T2η(27× 27)

|qi,SΓΓ′γ′〉 ) ∑
Mγ

〈SΓMγ|Γ′γ′〉|qi,SΓMγ〉 (3)

〈t2
nem,SΓΓ′γ′|Vc

A1|t2nem,SΓΓ′γ′〉 ) (6m - 4n)Dq (4)

Hij
so(Γ′,S1Γ1,S2Γ2) ) 〈qi,S1Γ1Γ′γ′|Hso|qj,S2Γ2Γ′γ′〉 )

〈qi,S1Γ1Γ′γ′| ∑
γ*)-1

1

Vγ*-γ*
1T1 (-1)1+γ*|qj,S2Γ2Γ′γ′〉 )

K′〈qi,S1Γ1|V
1T1|qj,S2Γ2〉 (5)

〈qi,S1Γ1|V
1T1|qj,S2Γ2〉 )

〈qi,S1Γ1S1γ1|Hso|qj,S2Γ2S2γ2〉x(2S1 + 1)dim(Γ1)

(-1)S2-S1-1〈S2M21γ|S1M1〉〈Γ2γ2T1 - γ* |Γ1γ1〉
(6)
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2.2. Standard basis and energy matrix of a d4(D2h
/ )

system.If the octahedral ligand field has a tetragonal distortion,
say,D2h, the Hamiltonian can be written as

whereVEθ is the tetragonal component of the ligand field and
µ and δ are the tetragonal distortion parameters. We can
construct the d4(D2h

/ ) basis functions for each irreducible
representationsΓ′′ (i.e., A1, A2, E, B1, B2) of the double group
D2h

/ (d4) with d4(Oh
/) basis functions|qi,SΓΓ′γ′〉 by the formula

below,

where〈Γ′γ′|Γ′′γ′′〉 are the coupling coefficients. The matrix of
Hamiltonian (eq 7) with respect to the 210 d4(D2h

/ ) basis
functions will be a block diagonal form of sixΓ′′γ′′ blocks. In
eachΓ′′γ′′ block, the component ofH0 + Hee + Vc

A1 + Hso is
again a block diagonal form ofΓ′γ′ blocks of the d4(Oh

/)
matrix (see Table 1), thus only theVEθ component needs to be
calculated. In eachΓ′′γ′′ block, the matrix elements ofVEθ can
be at any position. Finally, each matrix element of the complete
energy matrix can be expressed to be a linear combination of
the Racah parametersB and C, the spin-orbit coupling
coefficientú, and the ligand field parametersDq, µ, andδ, which
are in the following forms

2.3. The Zero-Field Splitting Parameters.The general form
of the spin Hamiltonian for a Cr2+ ion in a tetragonal ligand
field is24

where the first term corresponds to the Zeeman interaction, and
the following terms represent the zero-field splitting effect.µB

is the Bohr magneton,BB is the magnetic field,g is the splitting
factor, SB is the spin angular momentum operator,bk

q are the
EPR zero-field splitting parameters, andOk

q are the standard
Stevens spin operators.25 It is noteworthy to mention that the
parametersbk

q are related to the EPR parametersa, D, andF. a
is the cubic field splitting parameter,D and F correspond to
axial component of the second-order and the fourth-order,
respectively. The relationships are given by

From the spin Hamiltonian (eq 10), we can get the expressions
of the splitting energy levelsEi in the ground state for a zero
magnetic field, which are expressed as follows

The corresponding matrix elements are presented in Table 2.
Using eq 12, we can easily obtain that

The values ofEi can be obtained by a comparison with the
eigenvalues of the d4(D2h

/ ) matrix that correspond to the
orbitally nondegenerated ground state.

3. Calculation for Cr 2+ Ions in the ZnS:Cr2+ Complex
System

3.1. The Local Structure Distortion of Cr2+ Ions in ZnS.
ZnS has a cubic zinc-blende structure at low temperature but a
hexagonal wurzite structure at high temperatures. The EPR study
of Cr2+ ions in ZnS crystals has been done by Vallin and
Watkins at 4.2 K.11 The Cr2+ ion appears as a substitutional
impurity at the cation site, surrounded by four S anions in the
tetrahedral coordination. The local lattice structure around the
Cr2+ ion displays a tetragonal distortion.26 The tetragonal
distortion can be described by employing two parameters,∆R
and ∆θ, as shown in Figure 1. We used the following
relationship to evaluate the bond lengthR and bond angleθ for
Cr2+ ions in ZnS.

whereR0 ) 2.341 Å andθ0 ) 54.7356°. To decrease the number
of adjustable parameters and reflect the covalency effects, we
use the Curie et al.’s covalent theory and take an average
covalence factorN to determine the optical parameters as
following27

whereB0, C0, andú0 are the free-ion parameters for Cr2+ ion
and can be determined from the spectra of the free Cr2+ ion.28

The comparisons between the calculation and experiment are
shown in Tables 3 and 4.

According to the Van Vleck approximation and eq 9, we may
obtain the following relations29

where A2 ) -eqτ〈r2〉, A4 ) -eqτ〈r4〉, and A2/A4 ) 〈r2〉/〈r4〉.
The ratio of 〈r2〉/〈r4〉 ) 0.122478 is obtained from the radial
wave function of Cr2+ ion.26 For A4, as a constant for the
(CrS4)6- tetrahedron, its value can be determined from the
optical absorption spectra and the Cr-S band length of the CrS
crystal.30-31 Thus, from the optical spectra of CrS, we obtain
A4 ) 41.2636 au and A2 ) 5.0361 au for Cr2+ ions in the
(CrS4)6- coordination complex. For Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+

system, by diagonalizing the complete energy matrices, the
ground-state ZFS can be calculated with use of distortion

H′ ) H0 + Hee(B,C) + Vc
A1(Dq) + HSO(ú) + VEθ(µ,δ) (7)

|qi,SΓΓ′ f Γ′′γ′′〉 ) ∑
γ′

〈Γ′γ′|Γ′′γ′′〉|qi,SΓΓ′γ′〉 (8)

Dq ) 1
24

G4(τ)(10 cos4 θ - 20
3

cos2 θ - 2
3)

µ ) - 8
7

G2(τ)(3 cos2 θ - 1) -

G4(τ)(5 cos4 θ - 110
21

cos2 θ + 25
21)

δ ) - 6
7

G2(τ)(3 cos2 θ - 1) + G4(τ)(5 cos4 θ -

110
21

cos2 θ + 25
21) (9)

Ĥ ) µBSB•g•BB + 1
3

b2
0O2

0 + 1
60

(b4
0O4

0 + b4
4O4

4) (10)

a ) 2
5

b4
4, D ) b2

0, F ) 3b4
0 - 3

5
b4

4 (11)

E1 ) 2b2
0 + 1

5
b4

0 + 1
5
b4

4, E2 ) 2b2
0 + 1

5
b4

0 - 1
5
b4

4,

E3 ) -b2
0 - 4

5
b4

0, E4 ) -2b2
0 + 6

5
b4

0 (12)

b2
0 ) 1

7
(E1 + E2 - E3 - E4),

b4
0 ) 1

14
(E1 + E2 - 8E3 + 6E4),

b4
4 ) 5

2
(E1 - E2) (13)

R ) R0 + ∆R, θ ) θ0 + ∆θ (14)

B ) N4B0, C ) N4C0, ú ) N2ú0 (15)

G2(τ) )
-eqτ〈r

2〉

R3
)

A2

R3
, G4(τ) )

-eqτ〈r
4〉

R5
)

A4

R5
(16)
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parameters∆R and ∆θ and the covalence factorN. The
comparisons between the theoretical values and experimental
findings are shown in Table 5.

It can be seen from Table 5 that the distortion parameters
∆R ) 0.048 Å and∆θ ) 1.554° can provide a satisfactory
explanation for the experimental ZFS parametersb2

0, b4
0, and

b4
4. ∆R > 0 indicates that the local lattice structure of ZnS:Cr2+

system has an expansion distortion. The expansion distortion
may be partly because the Cr2+ ion has an obviously larger ionic
radius (rCr2+ ) 0.89 Å) than that of the Zn2+ ion (rZn2+ ) 0.74
Å) and the Cr2+ ion will push the S ligand to move upward
and downward, respectively, and this will lead to a local elongate
effect of the sublattice. From the calculation, the local lattice
structure parametersR ) 2.389 Å and∆θ ) 56.2896° for Cr2+

ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system have been determined.

3.2. The Jahn-Teller Energy of Cr2+ Ions in ZnS. When
Cr2+ ions are doped into the ZnS, the system undergoes a Jahn-
Teller distortion, effecting a change in the Cr2+ ion site
symmetry from the tetrahedral symmetry (Td) to tetragonal
symmetry (D2d).11,32-34 As a result of the Jahn-Teller interac-
tion, the5T2 state is split into a5B2 ground state and a5E state
elevated by 3EJT(T2) (EJT is the Jahn-Teller energy), whereas
the excited5E(Td) state is split into5B1 and 5A1 components
(see Figure 2). For Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system, the experiment
shows that the Jahn-Teller energyEJT is about 306.3-378
cm-1.32-34 Substituting the optical parametersN ) 0.974 and
the structure distortion parameters∆R ) 0.048 Å and∆θ )
1.554° into the complete energy matrices, we can obtain the
Jahn-Teller energyEJT ) 343.42 cm-1, which agrees well with
the experimental results. By diagonalizing the complete energy

Figure 1. Local structure distortion for Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system.
∆R and∆θ represent the structure distortion.

Figure 2. Energy levels of Cr2+ ions in a tetragonal symmetry (D2d),
as predicted by ligand field theory in presence of a static Jahn-Teller
effect.

TABLE 2: Spin Hamiltonian Matrix

S,MS 2,2 2,1 2,0 2,-1 2,-2
2,2 2b2

0 + 1/5b4
0 0 0 0 1/5b4

4

2,1 0 -b2
0 - 4/5b4

0 0 0 0
2,0 0 0 -2b2

0 + 6/5b4
0 0 0

2,-1 0 0 0 -b2
0 - 4/5b4

0 0
2,-2 1/5b4

4 0 0 0 2b2
0 + 1/5b4

0

TABLE 3: Spectra of Free Cr2+ Ion

energy levels (cm-1)

term J
theoretical

value
experimental

valuea

5D 0 0.00 0.00
1 62.49 62.22
2 185.31 183.16
3 364.72 356.55
4 596.13 576.08

3P2 0 16701.48 16771.36
1 17149.99 17168.56
2 17800.11 17851.18

3H 4 17216.37 17273.70
5 17389.25 17396.92
6 17508.91 17530.65

3F2 2 18421.41 18451.84
3 18471.02 18511.18
4 18550.53 18583.39

3G 3 20775.68 20703.64
4 20937.36 20852.95
5 21070.23 20996.04

1G2 4 25201.22 25138.87
3D 3 25770.36 25726.44

2 25826.55 25780.94
1 25879.84 25848.31

1I 6 26036.71 26014.89
1S2 0 27467.10 27372.32
1D2 2 32217.58 32151.99
1F 3 37109.61 37005.16
3F1 4 43301.15 43286.71

2 43352.90 43304.53
3 43389.56 43322.17

3P1 2 43479.24 43441.99
1 44013.43 43916.59
0 44190.47 44141.36

1G1 4 49818.14 49768.65
1D1 2 65848.03 65763.21

a Reference 28.

TABLE 4: Free-Ion Parameters B0, C0, and ú0 for d4(d6)
Ion, in Units of cm-1

ions B0 C0 ú0

Cr2+ 843.7a 3486.6a 236.1a

Cr2+ 830b 3430b 230b

Cr2+ 870.6c 3135.7c 232c

Mn3+ 1140b 3675b 352b

Fe2+ 1058b 3901b 410b

a The present work.b Reference 23.c Reference 26.
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matrices, we can find that the Jahn-Teller energyEJT is strongly
associated with the local lattice structure parametersR andθ.
The relationships of the structure parametersR and θ vs EJT

are shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, we can see that the Jahn-
Teller energy will reduce when the bond lengthR increase,
whereas the Jahn-Teller energy will increase when the bond

angleθ increase and the change of the Jahn-Teller energy is
almost linear.

3.3. The Spin Singlets Contributions to ZFS of Cr2+ Ions
in ZnS. For further studying of the spin singlets contributions
to the ZFS parameters, we use the following relationship to show
the spin singlets contributions to the ZFS of Cr2+ ions in ZnS

By diagonalizing the complete energy matrices, we can obtain
the theoretical results of the spin singlets contributions to the
ZFS parameters. The detailed results are presented in Figures

Figure 3. Jahn-Teller energyEJT for Cr2+ ions in the ZnS:Cr2+ system
as a function of the local lattice structure parametersR andθ. (a)N )
0.974,θ ) 56.2896°; (b) N ) 0.974,R ) 2.389 Å

Figure 4. Spin singlets and spin triplets contributions to the second-
order zero-field splitting parameterb2

0 of the ZnS:Cr2+ system. (a)
Neglecting the spin singlets; (b) neglecting the spin singlets and the
spin triplets.

TABLE 5: Zero-Field Splitting Parameters b2
0, b4

0, and b4
4 for

Cr2+ Ions in ZnS:Cr2+ System as a Function of the Three
Parameters∆R, ∆θ, and Na

N ∆R (Å)
∆θ

(deg) b2
0 b4

0 b4
4 ∆E21 ∆E31 ∆E41

0.984 0.040 1.550-1.870 0.0441 0.4950 0.198 5.664 7.622
0.984 0.048 1.554-1.906 0.0455 0.5075 0.203 5.774 7.771
0.984 0.050 1.560-1.921 0.0455 0.5075 0.203 5.819 7.831
0.974 0.040 1.550-1.834 0.0415 0.4725 0.189 5.555 7.472
0.974 0.048 1.554-1.868 0.0428 0.4825 0.193 5.659 7.613
0.974 0.050 1.560-1.883 0.0425 0.4825 0.193 5.703 7.671
0.964 0.040 1.550-1.801 0.0391 0.4500 0.180 5.453 7.332
0.964 0.048 1.554-1.833 0.0403 0.4600 0.184 5.552 7.466
0.964 0.050 1.560-1.847 0.0404 0.4600 0.184 5.593 7.521
expta -1.860 0.0498 0.483 0.193 5.627 7.586

a Where zero-field splitting parametersb2
0, b4

0, b4
4, and energy levels

∆E21 ) E2 - E1, ∆E31 ) E3 - E1, ∆E41 ) E4 - E1 are in units of
cm-1. b Reference 11.

Figure 5. Spin singlets and spin triplets contributions to the fourth-
order zero-field splitting parametersb4

0 andb4
4 of the ZnS:Cr2+ system.

(a) Neglecting the spin singlets; (b) neglecting the spin singlets and
the spin triplets.

TABLE 6: Zero-Field Splitting Parameters of ZnS:Cr 2+

System as a Function of∆R, ∆θ, and N, Where b2
0, b4

0,
b4

4 are in Units of cm-1

N R(Å)
θ

(deg) (b2
0)a (b4

0)a (b4
4)a (b2

0)b (b4
0)b (b4

4)b

0.984 2.381 56.2856-1.870 0.0436 0.5050-1.809 0.0431 0.5150
0.984 2.389 56.2896-1.906 0.0448 0.5175-1.850 0.0440 0.5275
0.984 2.391 56.2956-1.921 0.0450 0.5175-1.867 0.0439 0.5275
0.974 2.381 56.2856-1.834 0.0411 0.4800-1.763 0.0406 0.4875
0.974 2.389 56.2896-1.869 0.0425 0.4925-1.802 0.0414 0.5000
0.974 2.391 56.2956-1.883 0.0422 0.4925-1.818 0.0412 0.5025
0.964 2.381 56.2856-1.801 0.0386 0.4600-1.719 0.0374 0.4600
0.964 2.389 56.2896-1.833 0.0396 0.4700-1.756 0.0390 0.4750
0.964 2.391 56.2956-1.847 0.0397 0.4700-1.771 0.0391 0.4775

a Neglecting the spin singlets.b Neglecting the spin singlets and the
spin triplets.

TABLE 7: Spin Singlets and Spin Triplets Contributions to
the Zero-Field Splitting Parametersb2

0, b4
0,

b4
4 of ZnS:Cr2+ System

N R(Å)
θ

(deg) (rb2
0)a (rb2

0)b (rb4
0)a (rb4

0)b (rb4
4)a (rb4

4)b

0.984 2.381 56.2856 0 0.0326 0.0113 0.0227 0.0202 0.0404
0.984 2.389 56.2896 0 0.0294 0.0154 0.0330 0.0197 0.0394
0.984 2.391 56.2956 0 0.0281 0.0110 0.0352 0.0197 0.0394
0.974 2.381 56.2856 0 0.0387 0.0096 0.0217 0.0159 0.0317
0.974 2.389 56.2896 0 0.0358 0.0070 0.0327 0.0207 0.0363
0.974 2.391 56.2956 0 0.0345 0.0071 0.0306 0.0207 0.0415
0.964 2.381 56.2856 0 0.0455 0.0128 0.0435 0.0222 0.0222
0.964 2.389 56.2896 0 0.0420 0.0174 0.0323 0.0217 0.0326
0.964 2.391 56.2956 0 0.0411 0.0173 0.0322 0.0217 0.0380

a Neglecting the spin singlets.b Neglecting the spin singlets and the
spin triplets.

rb2i
0 ) |b2

0 - b2i
0

b2
0

|, rb4i
0 ) |b4

0 - b4i
0

b4
0

|, rb4i
4) |b4

4 - b4i
4

b4
4

| (17)
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4-5. It is obvious that the larger the ratior, the larger are the
contributions to the ZFS parameters. From Figures 4-5, we
can see that the spin singlets contributions to the second-order
ZFS parameterb2

0 are negligible, but the contributions to the
fourth-order ZFS parametersb4

0 andb4
4 cannot be neglected and

the valuesr for b4
4 are more than that forb4

0. It can be also seen
from Figures 4-5 that the valuesr for 5D approximation is
more than 0.30 for second-order ZFS parameterb2

0 and 0.25
for fourth-order ZFS parametersb4

0 andb4
4. This means that the

5D approximation method is imperfect. A part of the quantitative
calculation results are listed in Tables 6 and 7.

4. Conclusion

By using the unified ligand-field-coupling (ULFC) method,
we establish the interrelationships between electronic and
molecular structure and study the local molecular structure of
the (CrS4)6- coordination complex. From the above studies, we
have the following conclusions:

(i) The zero-field splitting parametersb2
0, b4

0, andb4
4 of Cr2+

ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system have been studied by the 210× 210
complete energy matrices for a d4 configuration ion in tetragonal
ligand field. By diagonalizing the complete energy matrices,
the local structure distortion parameters∆R ) 0.048 Å and∆θ
) 1.554° are determined. The results show that the local lattice
structure of (CrS4)6- coordination complex for Cr2+ ions in a
ZnS:Cr2+ system has an expansion distortion. This distortion
may be partly because of that the Cr2+ ion has an obviously
larger ionic radius (rCr2+ ) 0.89 Å) than that of Zn2+ ion (rZn2+

) 0.74 Å). Of course, careful experimental investigations,
especially ENDOR experiments, are required in order to clarify
the local lattice structure around the Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+

system in detail.
(ii) The Jahn-Teller energyEJT ) 343.42 cm-1 has been

derived, and the theoretical values are found to be in good
agreement with the experimental finds.

(iii) The spin singlets contributions to the zero-field splitting
parameters of Cr2+ ions in ZnS:Cr2+ system are investigated
for the first time. From our calculation, we find that the spin
singlets contributions to the zero-field splitting parametersb4

0

andb4
4 are so large that by neglecting these contributions one

cannot obtain accurate values ofb4
0 and b4

4. Thus, many
previous works17-22 neglecting the spin singlets should be
reconsidered to obtain more accurate fourth-order ZFS param-
etersb4

0 andb4
4.
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